
The End of an Era: American Airlines
says farewell to the Super 80

American’s MD-80 History
 • American Airlines took delivery of 260 McDonnell Douglas 

MD-80 aircraft between 1983 and 1992.

 • The first revenue flight was May 15, 1983, between  

New York City (LGA) and Nashville, Tennessee (BNA).

 • American’s MD-80 service was launched between six 

stations: Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW); Detroit (DTW);  

New York City (LGA); Memphis, Tennessee (MEM); Nashville 

(BNA); and Ontario, California (ONT).

 • The plane was introduced with 144 seats: 12 in first class and 

130 in coach (now referred to as Main Cabin). Today, the 

plane operates with 16 seats in first class, 30 in Main Cabin 

Extra and 94 in Main Cabin.

 • Throughout its service, more than 10,000 American Airlines 

pilots have trained and been qualified on the MD-80.

 • American acquired additional MD-80s through mergers 

and acquisitions and has operated four variants of the  

MD-80: the MD-81, MD-82, MD-83 and MD-87.

 • American operated its largest number of MD-80s  

in 2002 and 2003 – 362 aircraft, which represented 

approximately one-third of all MD-80s ever produced by 

McDonnell Douglas. 

 • In 2004, the MD-80 made up 49% of American’s fleet.

 • The MD-80 served many of American’s domestic and 

near-international destinations.

 • More than 87 million customers have flown on the 26 

American Airlines MD-80s retiring today. 

 • Marketing materials originally referred to the MD-80 as 

the “Super 80.” Safety cards on American’s aircraft read 

“S80” to this day.

 • The MD-80 is the last of American’s aircraft in the polished 

aluminum tri-color livery. The design was introduced in 

the late 1960s. The AA logo on the tail was designed by 

Italian designer Massimo Vignelli. Paint adds extra weight 

to an aircraft, and extra weight means more fuel. So as a 

way to cut fuel costs, only the red, white and blue stripes 

were added to the fuselage. The buffed silver remained 

and became an aviation icon over the years. Today’s 

aircraft have more composite parts than in the past, so 

the polished aluminum tri-color livery is only seen on one 

other American aircraft — a retro Boeing 737-800.

 • The MD-80 is the last plane in American’s fleet to feature 

air stairs and a tail cone emergency exit. 

Retirement
 • American is retiring its last 26 operating MD-80s Sept. 4.

 • American is choosing to retire the MD-80 prior to  

cost-prohibitive extensive routine maintenance needs that 

would need to be performed on the aircraft in the future. 

We’d rather invest this money in new, state-of-the-art 

aircraft and amenities such as industry-leading  

high-speed Wi-Fi.

 • Aircraft are mostly being ferried to Roswell, New Mexico 

(ROW). Some remaining aircraft are being saved for 

other purposes, like deicing training and aviation-related 

donations. The American Airlines Newsroom will have 

more information about these donations in the future.


